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ON GLOBAL REGULARITY FOR SYSTEMS OF NONLINEAR WAVE
EQUATIONS WITH THE NULL-CONDITION
CAN GAO, APARAJITA DASGUPTA, AND JOACHIM KRIEGER
Abstract. In this note we combine a recent result by Geba [2] on the local well-
posedness theory of systems of nonlinear wave equations with Q0 null-form
structure with the classical Penrose compactification method to obtain a new
small data global existence result with good point wise bounds.
1. Introduction
In this note we investigate the problem of global regularity for systems of non-
linear wave equations on Minkowski space R3`1 of the form
uI “ ΓIJKp~uqBαuJBαuK , I “ 1, 2 . . . ,N, (1.1)
where the index α gets summed over α “ 0, 1, . . . , 3, and the indices J,K are
summed over 1, . . . ,N. Equations of this type play a prominent role in the the-
ory of nonlinear waves, due to the special cancellation structure inherent in them,
namely the Q0-null-form. This causes equations of this type to be amenable to
better global regularity results than generic quadratic source terms, as witnessed
for example in recent progress on the Wave Maps problem. The history of (1.1)
goes at least back to the pivotal works [1], [5] by Christodoulou and Klainerman,
respectively, which showed that in the physical space-dimension n “ 3, the null-
condition implies that smooth initial data p~u, ~utq|t“0 that decay sufficiently fast and
are suitably small result in global in time smooth solutions. Of course this encap-
sulates much more equations than those of the form (1.1), and in particular certain
quasilinear ones. The methods in the cited papers differ markedly, with the second
one relying on the commuting vector fields method, while the first one used the
Penrose compactification method. Both Klainerman’s and Christodoulou’s method
apparently require p|x|∇qiu to be small for i “ 0, 1, . . . , 7, and a natural if highly
non-trivial question is to enquire about the optimal condition ensuring global exis-
tence of solutions as well as sharp point wise decay bounds, in terms of the decay
and number of derivatives of the data at |x| “ 8. A recent result by Pusateri [6]
furnishes much weaker conditions resulting in global existence and sharp decay
bounds, and in particular imposes only |x|2-weights on sufficiently many deriva-
tives. His result relies on the recently developed ’space-time resonances’ method,
see e. g. [7].
Our goal here is to explore a somewhat different approach to this problem,
namely the combination of the Penrose compactification approach with a new local
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well-posedness result for nonlinear waves on curved backgrounds by Geba [2] and
Geba-Tataru [3]. The latter has its origins in the harmonic analysis approach to
optimal local well-posedness, such as [8]. Specifically, we prove the following
Theorem 1.1. Let s ą 32 , and assume that the functions ΓIJKp¨q P C8pRq with
globally bounded derivatives. Further, assume the data pu0, u1q “ pu, utq|t“0 P
C80 pR3q ˆC80 pR3q satisfy the smallness condition
}xxy2s´1u0}Hs ` }xxy2s´1u1}Hs´1 ă ε
for some sufficiently small constant ε “ εps,ΓIJKq ą 0. Then there exists a global
smooth solution for (1.1) with these initial data. Moreover, this solution satisfies
the point wise boundsˇˇ
upt, xqˇˇ ď Cp1` ˇˇ|t| ´ |x|ˇˇq´1p1` ˇˇ|t| ` |x|ˇˇq´1 (1.2)
Remark 1.1. We note that the global existence assertion can also be inferred from
the result [8], which however uses quite sophisticated spaces at the critical scaling
regularity. The precise point wise bound here, on the other hand, appears to be a
genuine consequence of the method of this paper.
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2. Technical preliminaries
We record the following lemma, which will be essential to run an interpolation
argument; denote x∇y “ ?1´ 4. Then
Lemma 2.1. Let u P C80 pR3q. Then we have for any s P Rÿ
0ď|α|ď2
}xxy3∇αu}L2x . xsy2}x∇y2pxxy3`isuq}L2x ,ÿ
0ď|α|ď1
}xxy∇αu}L2x . xsy}x∇ypxxy1`isuq}L2x
Proof. We have››∇2pxxy3`isuq››L2x ě ››xxy3∇2u››L2x ´ 2››∇pxxy3`isq∇u››L2x ´ ››∇2pxxy3`isqu››L2x (2.1)
Further, we have
}xxy2∇u}L2x “ }xxy´1xxy3`is∇u}L2x . }xxy´1∇
`xxy3`isu˘}L2x ` xsy}xxyu}L2x
.
››∇2`xxy3`isu˘››L2x ` xsy}xxyu}L2x ,
where in the last step we have used Hardy’s inequality. It follows that››∇pxxy3`isq∇u››L2x ` ››∇2pxxy3`isqu››L2x . xsy2}x∇y2pxxy3`isuq}L2x (2.2)
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Further, we have››xxy3∇u››L2x “ ››xxy3`is∇u››L2x . ››∇`xxy3`isu˘››L2x ` xsy}xxy2u}L2x (2.3)
The first inequality of the lemma follows from (2.1) - (2.3), and the second inequal-
ity of the lemma is more of the same.

3. Penrose Compactification
Here we quickly recall the Penrose Compactification of R3`1, as expounded in
Hormander [4]. Let E1`3 be the Einstein cylinder given by
E1`3 :“ p´pi, piq ˆ S 3,
and let E
1`3 Ă E1`3 the set defined by
E
1`3
:“ tpT, cos R, ω sin Rq : ´pi ă T ă pi, 0 ď R ă pi,R` |T | ă piu
Using spherical coordinates pr, ωq, r “ |x|, on Rn, define the map Ψ : R1`3 ÝÑ
E
1`3
given by
T “ tan´1pt ` rq ` tan´1pt ´ rq, R “ tan´1pt ` rq ´ tan´1pt ´ rq,
with inverse Ψ´1 : E1`3 ÝÑ R1`3 given by
pT, Xq ÝÑ 1
cos T ` X0 psin T,
~Xq;
Here we use coordinates X “
¨˚
˚˝ X0X1
X2
X3
‹˛‹‚onR4. Now cover S 3 by two open sets U,V ,
with U and V containing the north pole, respectively the south pole N :“
¨˚
˚˝ ˘10
0
0
‹˛‹‚.
Using stereographic projection from S to R3 to introduce coordinates Y on U, we
can write
X0 “ 1´ Y
2
1` Y2 , sin Rω “
2Y
1` Y2
In fact, by choosing U suitably, we may arrange that Y ranges over a bounded
subset of R3; similar considerations apply to V . We immediately observe that the
initial data hyperplane t “ 0 corresponds to T “ 0, R “ 2 tan´1 r P r0, piq, whence
X0 “ cos R “ 1´r21`r2 . In order to translate the original equations (1.1) into a problem
on p´pi, piq ˆ S 3, following Hormander, we introduce the new variables
u˜I :“ ΩpT, Xq´1uIpΨ´1pT, Xqq, I “ 1, 2, . . . ,N, (3.1)
where we use the notation
ΩpT, Xq :“ cos T ` X0.
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We note that the vector fields Xk BBX j ´ X j BBXk , k, j ranging over 0, 1, 2, 3, together
with BBT generate the tangent space at each point of p´pi, piq ˆ S 3. Restricting to
T “ 0, only the vector fields Xk BBX0 ´ X0 BBXk have a nonzero effect on the outer
factor ΩpT, Xq´1, and we have
pXk BBX0 ´ X0
B
BXk q
α
`
ΩpT, Xq´1˘|0ˆS 3 “ OpΩ´1´ α2 pT, Xqq, α “ 0, 1, 2.
Using this we can infer the following
Lemma 3.1. Using the preceding notation, we have for Reα “ 0, 1, 2
3ÿ
j,k“0
››pXk BBX j ´ X j BBXk qReαu˜I››L2p0ˆS 3q . xImαy2››x∇xyαpxxy2α´1uIq}L2p0ˆR3q
Proof. Let Reα “ 2. When both derivatives fall on the outer factor Ω´1, using the
observation above, we have to estimate the expressionż
0ˆS 3
Ω´4puIq2pΨ´1pT, Xqq dσ “
ż
0ˆR3
Ω´1puIq2 dx,
using the fact that dT 2´ dX2 “ Ω2pdt2´ dx2q, see Hormander [4]. Since we have
Ωp0, Xq “ 2
1` r2 ,
we can bound the preceding by }xxyuI}2
L2p0ˆR3q. In case both derivatives fall on the
factor uI , using the fact (see Hormander [4]) that
X0BXk ´ XkBX0 “ 12p1` t
2 ´ |x|2qBxk ` xkptBt ` xx, Bxyq
we obtain the expressionż
0ˆR3
Ω´2xxy8|x∇xy2uI|2Ω3 dx .
ż
0ˆR3
xxy6|x∇xy2uI|2 dx
The case when one derivative falls onΩ´1 leads to a similar bound. Using Lemma 2.1
furnishes the desired bound. 
Applying the Stein interpolation theorem to the family of operators indexed by
s
vI ÝÑ
Č` vI
xxy2s´1
˘
and which for Re s “ 1 maps H1p0 ˆ R3q into H1p0 ˆ S 3q, while for Re s “ 2 it
maps H2p0ˆ R3q into H2p0ˆ S 3q, we obtain that››u˜I››Hsp0ˆS 3q . ››xxy2s´1uI››Hsp0ˆR3q, (3.2)
provided 1 ď s ď 2.
As for the time derivative BT u˜I|T“0, Hormander [4] furnishes the formula
BT “ 12p1` t
2 ` |x|2qBt ` txx, Bxy,
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and so an argument just like the preceding furnishes the bound››BT u˜I|T“0››Hs´1p0ˆS 3q . ››xxy2s´1BtuI››Hs´1p0ˆR3q
for the same range of s.
In order to invoke the theory developed by Geba-Tataru [3], we need to work
in the context of R3. For that purpose, we localize the functions u˜I to one of the
stereographic coordinate charts U,V . Thus denoting by χ1,2 a smooth partition of
unity subordinate to U,V , we have
}χ1u˜I}HsYpR3q`}χ1BT u˜I}Hs´1Y pR3q} .
››xxy2s´1uI››Hsp0ˆR3q`››xxy2s´1BtuI››Hs´1p0ˆR3q,
(3.3)
with a similar estimate for the truncation of u˜I to V .
4. The equations in stereographic coordinates
Here we express the system (1.1) with respect to the coordinates Y , showing
that this is indeed of the form handled by the result in [2]. According to the above,
applying the Penrose transform we get a system as follows
p˜g ` 1qu˜I “ ΓIJKpΩu˜qΩ´3F˜;
here F˜ is given as
F˜ “ x∇pΩu˜Jq,∇pΩu˜Kqy
and the inner product of vectors x, y is defined with respect to the Minkowski met-
ric. Here we will have to deal with the three terms just from a direct expansion of
F˜, which are x∇Ω,∇Ωy, x∇Ω,∇u˜J,K y, x∇u˜J ,∇u˜Ky.
To make the calculation looks a bit simpler, we let
X0 “ 1´ |Y|
2
1` |Y|2 , Σ
J “
3ÿ
i“1
YiBYi u˜J
First we will deal with the easier terms such as x∇Ω,∇Ωy, x∇Ω,∇u˜J,K y.
x∇Ω,∇Ωy “ Ω2X20 sin2 T ´Ω2p1´ X20q cos2 T
“ ´Ω2 cos2 T `Ω2X20
“ Ω2pX20 ´ cos2 T q
We use U to formally replace u˜J,K and Ui stands for the derivatives of space-time.
x∇Ω,∇U y “ ´ΩX0p1` X0 cos T q sin TU0 `ΩX0 sin2 TΣ´Ωp1´ X20q cos T sin TU0
`Ωp1` X0q cos T p1` cos T qΣ´Ωpcos2 T ` X0 cos T qΣ
“ ´Ω sin T pX0 ` cos T qU0 `Ωpcos T ` X0qΣ
“ Ω“pcos T ` X0qpΣ´ sin TU0q‰
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Next we calculate x∇u˜J ,∇u˜Ky.
x∇u˜J ,∇u˜Ky “ “p1`X0 cos T qu˜J0´sin TΣJ‰“p1`X0 cos T qu˜K0´sin TΣK‰´ 3ÿ
i“1
V Ji MipVKi qT
(4.1)
where V Ji “ pΣJ , u˜J0 , u˜Ji q and the matrix Mi is defined as¨˝
AiAi BiAi CAi
AiBi BiBi CBi
AiC BiC C2
‚˛
where
Ai “ p1´ cos T qYi, Bi “ ´2 sin TYi1` |Y|2 , C “
1
2
`p1` |Y|2q cos T ` 1´ |Y|2˘
A direct calculation gives us that
3ÿ
i“1
V Ji MipVKi qT “ p1´ cos T q2|Y|2ΣJΣK ´ p1´ X0q sin T p1´ cos T q
´
ΣJ u˜K0 ` ΣK u˜J0
¯
` p1´ X20q sin2 Tu˜J0 u˜K0 `
3ÿ
i“1
CAi
´
ΣJ u˜Ki ` ΣK u˜Ji
¯
`
3ÿ
i“1
BiC
´
u˜J0 u˜
K
i ` u˜K0 u˜Ji
¯
`
3ÿ
i“1
C2u˜Ji u˜
K
i (4.2)
Further more we get
3ÿ
i“1
CAi
´
ΣJ u˜Ki ` ΣK u˜Ji
¯
“ 2Cp1´ cos T qΣJΣK (4.3)
and
3ÿ
i“1
BiC
´
u˜J0 u˜
K
i ` u˜K0 u˜Ji
¯
“ ´2 sin TC
1` |Y|2
`
u˜J0Σ
K ` u˜K0 ΣJ
˘
(4.4)
Then from (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) we have so far
x∇u˜J ,∇u˜Ky “ pcos T ` X0q2
“
u˜J0 u˜
K
0 ´
p1` |Y|2q2
4
3ÿ
i“1
u˜Ji u˜
K
i
‰
(4.5)
Finally we calculate F˜ as
F˜ “ Ω2
”
pX20 ´ cos2 T qu˜J u˜K ´ pcos T ` X0q
“
u˜Kpsin Tu˜J0 ´ ΣJq ` u˜Jpsin Tu˜K0 ´ Σkq
‰
` pcos T ` X0q2
“
u˜J0 u˜
K
0 ´
p1` |Y|2q2
4
3ÿ
i“1
u˜Ji u˜
K
i
‰ı
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We then have the transformed equation as
p˜g ` 1qu˜I
“ ΓIJKpΩu˜qΩ´1
”
pX20 ´ cos2 T qu˜J u˜K
´ pcos T ` X0q
“
u˜Kpsin Tu˜J0 ´ ΣJq ` u˜Jpsin Tu˜K0 ´ Σkq
‰
` pcos T ` X0q2
“
u˜J0 u˜
K
0 ´
p1` |Y|2q2
4
3ÿ
i“1
u˜Ji u˜
K
i
‰ı
5. Local well-posedness of the transformed system
We observe that the transformed equations take the following schematic form:
p˜g ` 1qu˜I “ ΓIJKpΩu˜q
“
AJK ` BJK `CJK‰, (5.1)
where we have
AJK “ p1´ Y
2
1` Y2 ´ cos T qu˜
J u˜K ,
BJK “ u˜J`ÿ
j
Y jBY j u˜K ´ sin TBT u˜K
˘
CJK “ pcos T ` 1´ Y
2
1` Y2 q
`BT u˜JBT u˜K ´ p1` |Y|2q24
3ÿ
i“1
BYi u˜JBYi u˜K
˘
“ pcos T ` 1´ Y
2
1` Y2 qQ
g
0pu˜J , u˜Kq
where g is the metric on p´pi, piqˆS 3 expressed with respect to the local coordinates
pT,Yq.
Our task is to prove local well-posedness of (5.1) in HspR3q and data supported in a
fixed compact set, since then Theorem 1.1 follows by invoking (3.3) as well as the
Huyghen’s principle to glue the local solutions together. The local well-posedness
follows essentially immediately from the functional framework developed in [2],
except that we need to take some additional factors and error terms into account.
5.1. Function spaces. Here we quickly recall the norms used in [3], [2]. For
s ą 32 and 12 ă θ ă s´ 1, we introduce on L2pr´pi, pis ˆ R3q the norms
}u˜}2Xs,θ :“ inft
8ÿ
λ“1
λÿ
d“1
}u˜λ,d}2Xs,θ
λ,d
;
8ÿ
λ“1
λÿ
d“1
S λu˜λ,d “ u˜u
Here the operators S λ localize to dyadic spatial frequency λ for λ ą 1, and to
frequency ă 1 for λ “ 1. The numbers d are dyadic as well. Also, the norms
} ¨ }Xs,θ
λ,d
are defined by
}u˜}Xs,θ
λ,d
“ λsdθ}u˜}L2 ` λs´1dθ´1}Să?λgu˜}L2 ,
where L2 “ L2pr´pi, pis ˆ R3q, and we can use the spatially cut-off Să?λg as
opposed to the space-time variant in [2] since the metric in our case does not depend
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on T . As indicated in the notation, theses norms are used to control the functions
u˜J .
We also have the spaces Xs´1,θ´1, used to control the source terms on the right:
} f }2Xs´1,θ´1 :“ inft} f0}2L2Hs´1 `
8ÿ
λ“1
λÿ
d“1
} fλ,d}2Xs,θ
λ,d
; f “ f0 `
8ÿ
λ“1
λÿ
d“1
Să?λgS λ fλ,du
5.2. Estimating the source terms. Recall that we may assume the coordinates Y
to be restricted to a compact set. This means that we can replace the factors
cos T ` 1´ Y
2
1` Y2
by the smooth compactly supported function
χpY,T q“ cos T ` 1´ Y2
1` Y2
‰
for a suitable cutoff χpT,Yq P C80 pR3`1q. Then use the simple
Lemma 5.1. For φ P C80 pR3`1q, we have
}φ}Xs,θ ă 8
Proof. Write φ “ ř8λ“1 S λφ, as well as d “ 1. Then
}S λφ}Xs,θ
λ,1
.N λ´N
for any N, since S λφ decays to any polynomial power in λ´1. The lemma follows
from this. 
Replacing the right hand side of (5.1) by
χpT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜q
“
AJK ` BJK `CJK‰
for a smooth cutoff χpT,Yq P C80 pR3`1q, we can use Proposition 3.3 in [2] to
conclude that ››χpT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜q››Xs,θ ď Cp}u˜}L8qp1` }u˜}5Xs,θq
Also, note that due to Lemma 2.4 in [2], as well as Sobolev’s inequality, we have
}u˜}L8 . }u˜}Xs,θ
under our assumptions on s, θ. We now estimate the source terms as follows:
I: Estimate for AJK . We have››χpY,T qAJK››Xs´1,θ´1 ď ››χpY,T qAJK››L2Hs´1
. }χpY,T qp1´ Y
2
1` Y2 ´ cos T q}L8t Hs
ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}L8t Hs
.
ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}Xs,θ ,
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where in the last step we have again used Lemma 2.4 in [2], and so››χpT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜qAJK››Xs´1,θ´1 . ››χ˜pT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜q››Xs,θ››χpY,T qAJK››Xs´1,θ´1
. C1p}u˜}Xs,θq
ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}Xs,θ
where the compactly supported cutoff χ˜ is chosen so that χ˜χ “ χ. Here we have
taken advantage of Proposition 3.3 in [2] in the last inequality above.
II: Estimate for BJK . Here we have, using the easily verified inequalities
} f∇g}Hs´1 . } f }Hs}g}Hs , } fBT g}Hs´1 . } f }Hs}BT g}Hs´1
valid for s ą 32 , that››χpT,YqBJK››Xs´1,θ´1 . }χpT,Yqu˜J}L2t Hsx}∇T,Y u˜K}L8t Hs´1x
.
ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}Xs,θ ,
where we have used that (Lemma 2.4 in [2])
}∇T,Y u˜}L8t Hs´1 . }u˜}Xs,θ
Hence we again obtain››χpT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜qBJK››Xs´1,θ´1 . ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}Xs,θ ,
using the preceding lemma.
III: Estimate for CJK . Here we use that››Qg0pu˜J , u˜Kq››Xs´1,θ´1 . ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}Xs,θ ,
see Remark 1.4 in [2]. We conclude that››χpT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜qQg0pu˜J , u˜Kq››Xs´1,θ´1 . ››χpT,YqΓIJKpΩu˜q››Xs,θ››Qg0pu˜J , u˜Kq››Xs´1,θ´1
.
ź
i“J,K
}u˜i}Xs,θ
Using I - III, we can now immediately infer
Proposition 5.2. Let pu˜0, u˜1q “ ppu˜I0q, pu˜I1qq, pu˜I0, u˜I1q P pHsˆHs´1qpR3q @I, s ą 32 ,
be supported within the fixed compact set K Ă R3. Then there exists a time T “
T p}pu˜0, u˜1q}HsˆHs´1 ,Kq ą 0 such that (5.1) admits a unique solution u˜ “ pu˜Iq,
u˜I P C1pr´T,T s,HspR3qqwith initial data pu˜0, u˜1q and with u˜It P C0pr´T,T s,Hs´1pR3qq
for each I. Moreover, there is some T0 “ T0pKq ą 0 and a 0 ą 0 such that if
}pu˜0, u˜1q}HsˆHs´1 ă 0,
then local solution extends to the interval r´T0,T0s, and satisfies a bound››pu˜pt, ¨q, u˜T pt, ¨qq››HsˆHs´1 ď CpKq}pu˜0, u˜1q}HsˆHs´1 , @t P r´T0,T0s.
If pu˜0, u˜1q P Hs1 ˆ Hs1´1 for s1 ą s, the additional regularity gets preserved.
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We note that the statement concerning higher regularity follows in standard fash-
ion from differentiating the equations. Also, observe that the coefficients and met-
ric depend nontrivially on Y , whence even for small data, we only expect existence
on a small time interval, as the solution may then escape from the particular coor-
dinate patch, meaning Y Ñ8 in finite time.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Cover the sphere S 3 with two open sets U,V with U omitting the south pole and
V omitting the north pole. Also pick U˜ open with U˜ Ă U, and similarly V˜ with
V˜ Ă V . Pick a smooth partition of unity χ1, χ2 subordinate to U,V such that
χ1|U˜ “ 1, χ2|V˜ “ 1.
Further, pick U˜1, V˜1 with U˜1 Ă U˜, V˜1 Ă V˜ . We may arrange things so that U˜1,
V˜1 together still cover S 3. By the Huyghen’s principle, there is a time T1 ą 0
such that the solution of the transformed equation (5.1) on r´T1,T1s ˆ U˜1 only
depends on the initial data restricted to U˜, and similarly for V˜1. In particular,
the solution of (5.1) with initial data χ1u˜|T“0, χ1u˜T |T“0 will co-incide with the
original solution on r´T1,T1s ˆ U˜1. Working in local coordinates Y on U and
using (3.3) as well as the assumption on the initial data in Theorem 1.1, we see that
Proposition 5.2 ensures the existence of a unique local solution u˜U of (5.1) with
data χ1pu˜, u˜|T q|T“0 on the set r´T2,T2s ˆ U, which will co-incide with the actual
solution u˜ on r´T2,T2s ˆ U˜1. Similarly, one finds a local solution u˜V on some set
r´T3,T3sˆV˜1, and these solutions necessarily co-incide on r´T4,T4sˆpU˜1XV˜1q,
T4 “ mintT2,T3u. Picking a partition of unity χ˜1, χ˜2 subordinate to U˜1, V˜1, the
expression
u˜ :“ χ˜1u˜U ` χ˜2u˜V
is the desired solution of (5.1) on r´T4,T4s ˆ S 3. Moreover, we have››pu˜, u˜T q|T“T4››pHsˆHs´1qpT4ˆS 3q . ››pu˜,u˜1q››pHsˆHs´1qp0ˆS 3q.
On can then re-iterate application of Proposition 5.2 for the initial data
pχ1u˜|T“T4 , χ1u˜T |T“T4q,
respectively
pχ2u˜|T“T4 , χ2u˜T |T“T4q,
Re-iterating this procedure finitely many times, which is possible provided the ini-
tial data norm
››pu˜,u˜1q››pHsˆHs´1qp0ˆS 3q is small enough, the solution is constructed
on all of p´pi, piq ˆ S 3. Indeed, according to Proposition 5.2, note that if we ensure
that the initial data are small enough, such that the Hs norm after each iteration
stays below the threshold 0, then we may always prolong the solution by a fixed
amount. The solution for the main equation (1.1) is then obtained by inverting the
relation (3.1).
In order to obtain the point wise bound (1.2), one uses that for s ą 32››u˜››L8T,Xpr´pi,pisˆS 3q . ››u˜››L8T HsXpr´pi,pisˆS 3q,
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and we have
uI “ ΩpT, Xqu˜I
where we have from [4] the relation
Ωpt, xq “ 2ap1` pt ´ |x|q2qp1` pt ` |x|q2q
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